GO THERE FOR
If you're looking for a remote
utopia in which to recharge,
recoup and most importantly
relax your mind and body after
the urban madness of everyday
life in the city.

SOME LIKE IT HOT
ONE WRITER TELLS US THE SECRET TO REJUVENATING YOUR
SKIN AFTER SUMMER
Words: Noha Kabbani

THE RED CITY
Marrakesh is difficult to describe to someone who has never
visited. The historic city runs on its own unique energy that
comes from a mixture of vibrant colours, a fusion of conflicting
sounds and an air of mysticism attached to its people who still
seem to live in a bygone era. For years, wanderlust travellers have
been intoxicated with its beauty, a raw chaotic nature known
to be hypnotising. But it’s the strong sense of grandeur, one
best reflected in the magnificent hotels and Riad’s throughout
Marrakesh, that is the city’s undisputed jewel – none more so
than the Royal Mansour.

SPA TIME
After a very long summer in the sun my body was practically
tingling with excitement at the prospect of much needed TLC.
And walking through the lush green gates of the Spa I could
feel my senses instantly engaged, my worries, stresses and life
checked at the door. A grand tour of the main lobby and heart
of the spa (mint tea in hand of course) can only be described
as what I would image the lounge of heaven to look like – four
seating areas beautifully housed within crisp white wrought
iron cage-like structures each boasting traditional designs
delicately etched onto them.

WHAT WE TRIED
Being in Morocco I opted for the Royal Mansour’s - as well as
the country’s signature treatment - the “Moroccan Hammam”
(after all, when in Rome ). The spa’s high-end version of the
traditional bathing ritual promised the whole works: fragranced
steam, warm water, marocMaroc hammam products and
a cold plunge pool to revitalise the body and soul – exactly
what my tired summer skin needed! For those who might not
be tempted to try the world-famous rubdown, the spa also
features 13 treatment rooms, three of which are private spa
suites, with treatments ranging from ancient, holistic rituals
using all-natural local products through to the latest in antiageing facials, manicures, pedicures and a hair salon offering a
full range of treatments.

GETTING PAMPERED
Just as one would expect, the hammam itself is grand with
white marble floor, walls and a large white basin. The ritual to
follow is interesting; after preparing the skin and lying on the
hot marble for some time the therapist uses herbs to rub and
brush the body before exfoliating it with a special bath mitt
called a Kessa to help remove dead and old skin. After the
exfoliation is finished you are rinsed off by having a large brass
bucket filled with water poured over you; although odd it was
extremely calming in a way. A gentle rinse of the hair followed
by a clay mask on the body and a soothing shower outside of
the hot marble room and you are left feeling reborn, both mind
and body revitalised.

NICE TOUCH
To complete the hammam experience a plunge in the cold-water
pool located in the treatment area is the final step. Warm up after
in the relaxation room with seemingly unlimited mint tea.
www.royalmansour.com
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Quick fixes

Forget a
60-minute do
and go for one
of Chi’s ultimate
Relaxation
Journeys. A trio of
treatments, they
offer a myriad
of relaxing and
revitalising treats
from sensual
rose baths and
aromatic based
massages to caviar
infused facials and
detoxifying body
wraps. You’ll never
want to leave!

THE ELIXIR CLINIC, DUBAI
Get on board with the latest craze
amongst the health conscious style
setting elite - Vitamin-infusion drips.
Who needs juicing when you can pump
an instant hit of vitamins straight into
your blood stream? We suggest a quick
treatment during lunch hour at The
Elixir Clinic, who specialise in bespoke
intravenous infusions.
www.theelixirclinic.com
SIX SENSES ZIGHY BAY, OMAN
Tired of being tired? Us too! If you need
to catch some shut-eye, try the Yogic
Sleep Program at Six Senses Zighy
Bay. It is an insomnia beating, energy
boosting retreat that will have you
juggling yoga, meditation and massage
with the goal to unwind and chill. End
the day with a sleep smoothie and your
choice of support from the pillow menu
for some much needed Zzzs!
www.sixsenses.com
THE RAW PLACE, ABU DHABI
With every nutritionist from LA to
Tokyo singing the praises of juicing, we
can’t help but get sucked into the cycle
of drink, cleanse and repeat. So forget
about that store-bought smoothie and
drop that morning Frappuccino from
your routine - it’s time for Instagramworthy Acai bowls and probably the
best green juice this side of the globe
courtesy of juice & plant-based
food kitchen The Raw Place. We’re
still deciding whether we want their
Almonchino or Lait De Coconut to go!
www.therawplace.com

The Shangri La Doha is the
Hong Kong-based franchise's
fourth hotel in the Middle
East. With 272 rooms and
suites, including 42 serviced
apartments, this is a must-visit
while in Doha.
www.shangrila.com

TOTAL
BLISS

ALTHOUGH DOHA MIGHT BE A BUSTLING JUNGLE FROM AM TO
PM, IT’S ALSO A CITY THAT KNOWS HOW TO RELAX. FOR AN HOUR
OF “ME TIME” HIT THE SHANGRI LA’S CHI SPA FOR SOME R’N’R

SPA FACT

Designed for couples to
experience together, the
Romantic Indulgence
Journey encourages the
beautiful union of body,
mind and soul – a treat
for those looking to spice
things up.

F

orget about waiting in
line for your turn on the
treadmill, lace up those
Yezzy’s and make your way to
Doha’s hottest (dare we say –
revolutionary?) way to break a
sweat. With a kick-a** motto
of “We are not a gym, we
are a fitness lab” and a squad
of international instructors
OXFitness will have you
honing an A-list celebrity
derriere faster than you can
say Beyoncé who?

CHI, The Spa is the only luxury
Asian-themed spa in Doha

All massages and treatments are based on
authentic natural healing methods found in
traditional well-being practices shared by many
Asian cultures.
They say yoga is good for the mind, body and soul. So to help
find some inner peace and relief, there’s no one else we would
open up our heart charkras to than Niya Yoga, the new studio
and holistic healing centre where everyone is getting their Om
on. Spearheaded by Qatari entrepreneur and one of the most
in-demand yoga instructors in town, Jawaher Al Fardan is on
a mission to promote not only physical, but also emotional wellbeing, helping us deal with the inevitable anxiety of everyday life.
With over 35 classes per week, internationally led workshops,
holistic therapies, wellness weekends as well as teacher training
courses, you’ll be doing the scorpion (eyes closed!) in no time.
That’s not all - there’s also the added bonus of being able to treat
yourself to a delicious raw pressed juice (mmm kale!) or glutenfree, plant-based meal afterwards.
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With Evergreen
Organics, Qatar’s first
ever fully vegan café
right next door, it’s time
to jump on the green
goddess bandwagon.
Forget about sad wilted
greens and say hello to
things like Raw Tacos
and Jungle Bowls filled
with Amazonian quinoa and lime banana dressing (just trust
us on this one, okay?) You’ll also be saving the planet thanks to
their concept of use, recycle and reuse – even the ink for their
menus is plant based!
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